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PRODUCT INFORMATION

FEATURES

n  Simple recording and regulation of visitor flows

n  Visitor guidance system possible through the use of several cameras and displays

n  System scalable according to existing entries and exits

n  Optional distance recognition incl. triggering of a warning message

n  Optional visualization of individual content (e.g. advertising, product availability)

n  Extendable with analysis tool (online access required)

n  Individual, automatic screening possible (e.g. wearing a protective mask)

n  Including data protection clearance certificate

„LAICOS CUSTOMER COUNT“ AS A CAMERA-BASED PEOPLE COUNTING SYSTEM 

LAICOS enables you to comfortably observe, regulate or evaluate the flow of visitors to your 

shop at any time. Using a mini-USB camera and specially developed software, the system is able 

to detect people entering and leaving the premises. When a pre-defined maximum number of 

persons is reached, the next customer is automatically requested to wait until another customer 

leaves the shop. This information is displayed visually by means of a professional monitor that is 

specially adapted to the environment. The autonomously running system is scalable in every 

respect and can therefore be adapted exactly to your needs
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TECHNICAL DATA

The system consists of a mini-USB camera with UHD sensor and a Nano PC in a robust installation 

housing. The software is operated with a Linux operating system. The AI (Artificial Intelligence) based 

software detects how many people pass through an area up to eight meters wide and displays them 

on one or more monitors. This enables access control with appropriate warnings, such as a traffic light 

system, when there is a high volume of visitors. The system can be networked and scaled so that 

separate areas of a room can be checked - for example different entries and exits. Individual contents 

such as advertising or product availability can either be uploaded via a provided web interface or 

played back via USB stick. 

OPTIONAL COST INCURRING EXTENSTIONS

The Social Distancing function enables automatic distance detection of customers or guests in 

public areas. In the event of violations, the following actions could be implemented, for example:

n   Informing the staff (internet access required)

n  Informing the end customer via a loudspeaker by requesting a distance

 (requires a speaker near the camera)

n  Notify customers via social distancing app (requires iBeacon module)

„LAICOS CUSTOMER ANALYTICS“ (LICENSE MODEL WITH MONTHLY BILLING)

n  Temporal documentation of visits including the average length of stay of visitors

n  Chart evaluation of visitor numbers over days/weeks/months

n  Evaluation of demographic data such as age and gender

n  Representation of the most frequented areas and POIs by heat maps

For a more precise analysis, several cameras are required depending on the area to be inspected.


